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Results & Discussion

Introduction
Agricultural fields are commonly burned post-harvest as a cost-effective approach to
removing crop residue, but these burns produce PM2.5 (particulate matter with an
aerodynamic diameter equal to or less than 2.5μm), which poses respiratory health
risks to populations downwind. Driven by Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF)
meteorology and the Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions (SMOKE) system,
the ClearSky2 (CS2) smoke dispersion model predicts hourly PM2.5 surface
concentrations from default burn scenarios on a 4-km grid for the Pacific Northwest
region. A higher resolution version of ClearSky, ClearSky3 (CS3), runs on a 1.33-km
gridded domain. ClearSky forecasts are used by state regulators to help guide
decisions on whether conditions are suitable for burning. However, the accuracy of
ClearSky remains uncertain. The RARE 2013 field burning campaign employed a
suite of instruments to measure PM2.5 concentrations and smoke plume heights for
burns in Nezperce, ID and Walla Walla, WA.

As shown in Figures 3-7, EBAMS, labeled by serial number, recorded PM2.5 averages
over 10-minute intervals. ClearSky reports instantaneous PM2.5 (micrograms/m3) at the
start of the hour. In some cases, EBAMS locations were within the cell where the burn
occurred, while in other cases, particularly with CS3, EBAMS locations were in
downwind cells, separate from the source cell. Time of burn ignitions as modeled are
indicated by Burn # in RED.

Fig. 8 shows normalized wind roses observed by EBAMS for each burn day. In
Walla Walla, observed winds varied more in direction, probably due to the hilly
terrain and generally slower speeds. CS2 and CS3 modeled day-long trends in
wind behavior (speed and direction) accurately but did not catch the variable
behavior especially pronounced on Aug 25 (results not shown). Observed PM2.5
regularly features sharp, intense peaks because most EBAMS were placed directly
down-wind of burns at distances no more than 1 km. For Aug 26, winds carried
smoke south-southeast, but EBAMS were situated around the northeast corner of
the field. So, plumes entering their grid cells, resulting in moderate to high
predictions, missed EBAMS.
Note the arithmetic scale,
rather than log, used in Fig. 7
because of the reduced
observed PM2.5. Moreover,
ClearSky models burns as
point sources at field centers.
Actual burn patterns were
Aug 19
Aug 24
more
complicated.
It’s
possible Burn 9 began on the
Figure 8
field’s northern tip when
0-1 m/s
winds were traveling south
and ended on the field’s
7- m/s
southern tip when winds
shifted east. Also, some fires
were started in multiple
locations
simultaneously.
RARE 2013 burn patterns
were not recorded, but they
Aug 20
Aug 25
affected
where
smoke
originated and its trajectory,
and on the local scale they
may have influenced whether EBAMS observed
plumes or not. In its current form, ClearSky lacks the
spatial resolution necessary to model these patterns.
Another explanation for Aug 26 PM2.5 observations
involves relatively slow wind speeds throughout most
of the burn window. Coupled with hilly terrain, slowmoving smoke more easily escapes the surface,
Aug 26
missing EBAMS but still entering their grid cells. This
hypothesis is not supported by Aug 25 results which
underpredicted PM2.5 despite the slowest wind
conditions. More data is needed to gauge this effect.
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Objective & Methods


Assess ClearSky2 and ClearSky3 accuracy for surface PM2.5 and plume height
 Model observed field burns (wheat and Kentucky blue grass)
 Compare model results to field measurements
Instruments:
- EBAMS for surface PM2.5 [mass volume-1], wind speed and direction
- LIDAR for plume height
- Radiosonde balloons for meteorological data gathering
Meteorology
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Figure 1: CS2 and CS3 system schematic.
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Plume height predictions and observations generally agreed. Fig. 9 shows a crosssection of the simulated Aug 19 smoke plume at a max height around 2.5 km, one
hour after burn start. LIDAR measured plume rise between 2-2.5 km (Fig. 10). The
radiosonde wind speed vs altitude profile (balloon launched mid-day, plot not
shown) revealed dramatically increasing wind speeds above 2 km. This is a
signature of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) which caps a plume’s vertical
displacement, limiting it to horizontal motion. Each burn day shows consistency
between simulation, LIDAR, and radiosonde.
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Figure 9
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Figure 10

Note: hour 13 PST is 21 UTC
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Figure 2: All EBAMS locations and fields listed by burn order. Nezperce—flat, Walla Walla—rolling hills.

Figure 7

Conclusion
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Table 1: ClearSky input parameters for each burn. Times were rounded to the nearest hour for model runs.
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ClearSky2 accurately simulated smoke plume arrival time and duration but usually
underestimated concentrations (Figs. 3-7). CS3 performed similarly but matched
observed concentrations more closely. CS2 and CS3 use CMAQ (Community Multiscale Model for Air Quality), a Eulerian model, in which emissions are effectively
diffused instantaneously throughout the cell volume; thus ClearSky artificially dilutes
smoke plume density, reducing PM2.5 maxima over and near burns.

•
•
•

ClearSky3 simulations were a consistent improvement over CS2 for PM2.5, arrival
time, and duration. Both underpredicted concentrations but modeled plume
heights well.
Neither adequately forecast PM2.5 concentrations at distances less than a few
kilometers due to plume dilution into entire grid cell volume.
Future research should consider measuring burns at greater distances and
nesting a finer resolution grid at burn sites for more precise wind fields over
complex terrain (Walla Walla).
ClearSky only reports hourly, so temporal resolution could be improved.
Finer spatial resolution could be used to map burn patterns in detail.
Further RARE 2013 analysis needed to compare wind speed and direction to
model error.
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